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Meeting Minutes 
 

Welcome Thank you to all our community partners assisting the Coalition this project.  

Introductions 

Attendees: Marcus Sheppard (Blount Memorial Hospital), John Brinkley (Knox County 
Regional Hospital Coordinator), Wanda Roberts (East Regional Hospital Coordinator), 
Steve Bohanan (East Tennessee Children’s Hospital), Jack Cochran (East Tennessee 
Regional Health Office), Larry Hutsell (Knox County Health Department),  Paul Haug 
(East Regional Health Office), Richard Holbrook (AMR), Tim Taylor (RMCC), Steve 
Hamby (EMS Regional Consultant), Terry Neil (RMCC), Paul Parson (Parkwest Hospital) 

Purpose of Meeting 

The KET Coalition is currently trying to develop a regional communication plan for 
Amateur Radios, led by Marcus Sheppard.  Along with this, the Coalition has allotted 
$140,000 in funding for hospital communications, with the possibility of more roll out 
funding being available. This meeting is to discuss the needs of our hospitals with 
communications and avenues we can use to prevent future issues that may come up 
due to aging equipment.   
 
Requirements from the Coalition are in place to ensure any communications upgrades 
are compatible with RMCC and EMS. Funding processes for large purchases are 
lengthy so it important we proceed with this project to ensure there is plenty of time 
for approval/completion.  

Discussion 

 
Hospital  
 
Paul Parson- Biggest concern is aging equipment from aspect of Medcom. The vender 
that supports the equipment has gone or soon will be going out of business. Because 
it’s proprietary, the ability to replace equipment, should a controller be lost in the 
hospital, is beyond hospital control. There is concern that the communication path 
through Medlink to hospitals is quickly eroding. We need to take this into 
consideration with planning to prevent future issues that will occur when systems fail. 
We also need to think about something that’s non-proprietary.  
 
Steve Bohanan- Going through renovations at East Tennessee Children’s Hospital will 
require multiple moves of the radio. During the first move, they lost 340 for 3 weeks. 
There wasn’t another piece of equipment to put into place during the interim. They 
learned during this move that there is no simple solution. Main issue is proprietary 
rights.   
 
Marcus Sheppard- Regional issues are different. There is no patch, communication 
paths are a direct channel. Using UHF. Blount County also has UHF and VHF so they 
would have to have 2 separate units. Marcus agrees we are getting a lot of equipment 
nearing end of life. Brainstorming ideas: who owns repeaters, who maintains it? In 
accordance with original agreement when equipment was purchased, hospitals own 
the repeaters and pay for repairs. (Larry pays for Knox County).  
 

 
 EMS  
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When ARM upgraded, they didn’t want a single source provider. They went with an IP 
system called MindShare. With that system, they have redundancy with 2 radios. 
MindShare is non-proprietary. AMR bought a system for 9 stations. Cost was 157,000 
That fee was only for software.  
 
There are some scanning issues with radio usage. If someone is on the channel, scan 
may lock in and stop scanning.  
How does that help Blount? They just need one radio.  
 
 
What happens if internet goes down?  Help center for Mindshare is open 24/7. If 
internet goes down, you can call them anytime, or use a local vendor.  
 
Paul Parsons-what would end product look like in ER? Computer, monitor and mouse. 
Radio equipment is whatever you want to buy. You will still have to buy radios. 
Advantage to this system is, if you put it on in house network, its plug and play. 
Moving simply requires physically moving the computer. AMR set radios up in a room 
they will never move. 
 
 Paul Parson- hospitals are currently doing that, just not using an IP address for 
platform. The console is what’s causing the issue. That’s the failure point. Parkwest is 
using Zetron. If we went to Mindshare, that would go away and in its place would be a 
computer console. Each hospital will be different. It’s not externally dependent.  
 
RMCC 
 
This would also provide redundancy for the RMCC in lieu of compatibility. From RMCC 
standpoint, they are perhaps a year, year and ½ away from totally switching over to 
Mindshare. They also need a portable unit. One goal is to be able to get it working 
from other locations. All the solutions they are looking at are IP based.  
 
There are licensing fees. Richard will look into that and share with group.  
 
Steve Hamby: This system sounds similar to First Net. First Net has been purchased by 
the State, is internet based, and push to talk. App on radio, works like a radio. It would 
work on a phone (certain ones). They would use the phone to call in.  
 
Difference with First Net, we are limited, unless you have the app. Then it will work off 
any cell tower.  
 
Wanda: If State has purchased this system, they may not approve coalitions 
purchasing something different. We will need to keep this in mind moving forward. 
However, practically speaking, First Net may not be past pilot stages for some time.   
 
Marcus: Why don’t we have a dedicated line for each hospital?  
We don’t have enough channels.   
Tim Taylor: calls are directed by where they call in, dependent on where the tower is 
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at their location. (Geography of tower and ambulance).  FCC won’t give us all those 
frequencies. Med channels are owned by State.   
 
Initially, we had twice the bandwidth we have now. Then , narrowbanding and more 
radio pollution affected that. Typically RMCC only does Knox County hospitals for 
patching.  Staffing for RMCC is in kind. Hospital donates staff time.  HPP funding 
provided equipment. RMCC still gets funding throught HPP (Hospital Preparedness 
Program) 
 
This IP solution would give regions redundancy. You could have a dedicated radio and 
event.  
 
We need to revisit what equipment each hospital has. This may be in Bluewing report. 
(Update: Radio systems were included in Bluewing report(attached) starting on page 
7) 
 
Issue may not be equipment, but the redbox that is behind the unit. This is old 
technology. We have identified that as a problem and need to move forward with the 
assumption that needs to be replaced first. 
 
You can’t just move that red box because of proprietary issues.  Knoxville/Knox 
County has internal trunk systems. Is there any possibility of segregation instead of 
hitting towers, integrating hospital technology into medcom technology to hit certain 
repeaters?  That would give hospital control over what radio they use. (Trunks are 
talking directly to each facility). Paul has a 5 channel trunk system. Why can’t EMS add 
those channels? UHF. Future will go away from UHF. This would be a lot of money to 
invest in a short term solution.   
 
Possibly change repeaters to 800. Cost for conversion may be a lot. TACN system 
takes care of repeater cost. Knox is in TACN system, but it is closed.  
 
We should look at building equipment out that will be compatible with future 
demands. Why don’t we get triband radios for all hospitals? (UHF, VHF, and 800) 
 
You have to take into account, cost for initial equipment, upkeep costs, hospital 
needs, RMCC needs, EMS needs, and repeater compatibility. TACN will cross band 
trunking system.  
 
First Net planning on doing pilot program at Vanderbilt. One issue is recording on 
push to talk. First Net is proprietary. You can use any radio you want. First Net is 
federally funded through AT & T. You can use any service. Morristown Hamblen is on 
First Net. (debatable).  
 
RMCC First  Net- Knoxville will work well due to coverage. But may not work well in 
rural areas such as Scott County.  
 
Steve Bohanan- there are spots in our region that has zero coverage. Even though we 
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are looking at push to talk, we’re not getting rid of radios.  

Public Health 

Repeaters are responsibility of hospital. Not sure that any have been replaced.  We 
need to keep in mind, as long as a project benefits region, Coalition can consider 
funding, even if equipment is only needed in knox to maintain regional functionality.  
 
In 2004, HRSA replaced all the radios for each hospital. What is the life expectancy of 
radios? Depends on system.  
 
Radio, consolette, and connectors need to be replaced in each facility.  We need to go 
to non-proprietary radios.  
 
Paul Parsons- Hospitals may have problems with internet security issues.  We have to 
get hospital IT involved before we consider any kind of IP based systems. Hospitals 
have recently had issues with other state programs (such as patient tracking), so 
hospitals will need to have buy-in from IT before the coalition invests time in 
pursuing. 
 
Moving forward, we need to get more information on Mindshare and First Net to 
share with hospital IT, ASAP to see what barriers may be in place for these systems.  
 
From RMCC perspective, they are grateful for the discussions.Working together will 
produce an end result that’s better for all of us.  
 

Open Discuss 

We have aging equipment that needs to be replaced. We are the only region using 
med channels. Everyone else is using 340. That puts us ahead of them. So, despite the 
issues we are having, our region is doing well to be addressing them.  
 

Assignment of 
Responsibilities 

Richard Holbrook will send specs and pricing for Mindshare 
Wanda Roberts will send out Bluewing report (attached) 
Steve Hamby will check on progress of First Net.  
Hospitals will share information with IT and bring on board IT staff in future planning 
meetings.  

Adjourn  1:00 PM 
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